
My private experience with Efrat Nenner 

More than a year ago I decided to go learn COACHING. As part of my course, I 

decided to go for a few personal training sessions: 

•Learn and experience personal training as part of the learning process - a primary

goal 

•Be assertive - a little less NICE GUY

•Improving my relationship with my sister, who lives abroad

•Setting boundaries for myself and the immediate environment.

A good friend of mine recommended me to Efrat Nenner and I took her 

recommendation and went to Ashdod (I live in Ness Ziona and work in Tel Aviv). I 

arrived at Efrat's home where the "romance" began with a tiny, delicate woman in 

a big but powerful mirror in front of me. 

For a few months we met each week and where my first goal was to learn a 

training session, I benefited as a woman, mother, sister, daughter and girlfriend. 

Efrat's coaching includes a number of methods, games, imagination and more. 

Through the amazing meetings we had, I understood the things that make me get 

stuck, escape from setting limits, use the feature of "wanting the other at your 

own expense and giving up on yourself". 

 I was able (after 59 years) to see myself and my dreams and desires, alongside all 

 those who are important to me both in my immediate family and in my close

 friends. At last I decided and succeeded, with Efrat's help, to be in first place and

 to feel wonderful about it, without any pangs of conscience or anything that

 .accompanies it

One of the difficulties that accompanied me for years was the system between my 

sister and me. I felt exploited, angry and even envied her for allowing herself to 

accept and I was only giving constant. Over the years, anger at her was also anger 

at me for not setting boundaries, I did not speak and explained and every visit to 

her country became a nightmare for me. 30 years of talking to myself and nothing 

moved and then the amazing Efrat appeared. Within two sessions, when we talked 

about the subject and Efrat gave me points for thought and of course "tasks", 

something happened to me and I decided that only I could change my attitude and 

turn the lemon into lemonade and so it was. I formulated a letter containing 

everything I wanted to say and did not dare, I defined new borders and this was 

defined as a welcome new beginning after which there were conversations and the 

rest "history." 

Efrat, very gently, in a soft and pleasant voice, with a comprehensive and different 

contemplation, makes the practice something experiential on the one hand and 

very professional and practical on the other. Every meeting with her expands the 

mind, floods the positive and strengthens what is needed to strengthen. Efrat is 



equipped with tools, insights, ideas and a lot of optimism for making the changes 

that the master wants or reveals in the process he needs. 

 

Thanks to Efrat, I have made many changes and I have also learned how much 

coaching is an important process and wish those who wish to make a change to 

experience it with Efrat's help. 

 

Dear Efrat Thank you. Thank you very much 

 

 

Corinne Glor 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 


